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Dale R . Eggen

A very, very happy holiday season is wished to all and
the very merriest of Christmas to all celebrating this.
And for those looking for a New Year's Resolution, let me
offer the following for your consideration:

Consider a deeper participation and involvement
in your Society.

Your Officers are here to help you get enjoyment from and
involved with the Society . The Christmas vacation might be
the ideal time to review TELLs for the last year concerning
involvement and participation opportunities . And, you might
find it very interesting to study the list of officials on
th' inside front cover of TELL . Much insight to participation
opportunities can be gained from this.

And if you don't find anything in which you would be interested
in participating, write and let us know what it is that would
be of interest. I mean this very seriously.

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

Our advertisers support our Society in many more ways than
just paying for advertising in TELL . (And in fact, in many
cases, the advertising doesn't even pay for itself . In these
cases, the advertisers continue to support our Society by
their advertisements .) You find that from among our adver-
tisers some of the leading contributors to articles and other
literature on Swiss and Liechtenstein philately . They have
been contributors to our library, our donor auctions, articles
and pieces in TELL, and much more all at their own time and
expense . And remember, this is their vocation just as each
of us has, or has had, in providing for our own livelihood.

You will find our advertisers are a source of expertise
you can find no place else . And, probably most importantly,
they are people with which you can deal in confidence . Unless
you are one of those extremely rare individuals who is an in-
depth specialist on Swiss and Liechtenstein philately, I
know of no better way in building a meaningful collection
in your area of interest than by building a relationship
with one of these advertisers . And in my dealings with
our foreign advertisers, I have never found language to be
a problem.

Our 1983 National Convention -- Best Yet

An outstanding success thanks to Jan Donker and all the members
of the New England Chapter---- In concert with our policy
to consistently improve on what we have done in the past,
our New England Chapter members can be extremely proud.
Please see Jan ' s article elsewhere in this issue of TELL .
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Cover : This beautiful block with its two straight-line cancels is

here to introduce you to the new slide show, prepared by Howard, on

the issues of "Strubels" . Look close and you'll know why four frame

lines command a premium . Also note the two split U frame lines, not

too common in the imperforate issue, but more in the perforate one.

More about this and the other slide shows on pages 348-9.

AHPS National Convention: A full report by Jan Conker is on page 342 . The two

photos below show four of the AMPS gang in action, with Harlan Stone accepting

the Grand Award the fourth time in a row, this time taking home the award of his

own choosing: a Swiss cross in stained and etched glass . Congratulations to all.

Talk
to
me!
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STEHENDE HELVETIA
AN AUTHORIZED TRANSLATION

	

PART I- INSTALLMENT B

Editor ' s note : 1) You'll find chart 11.3 - promised in the last issue - at the

end of this month's segment . 2) As mentioned previously, the publishers of this

handbook did not permit us to use their photographs . Since the following text

deals with a portion of the manufacturing process that created some of the choice

pieces of varieties eagerly sought by collectors we thought it might be appro-

priate to go to another well - that of our friend and member RS - and show you

some of these exquisite morsels . Unfortunately, the paper and print quality of

TELL does not quite do justice to the interesting details, but it's still worth

the try. Since we don't want to interfere with the original text, these illustra-

tions are bunched at the end of the text hereafter.

3 .3 THE PRINTING VARIETIES

Varieties and printing peculiarities did not just occur during the printing
process, but also during other phases of the work process, as, for example
during the perforation, or during the manufacture of raw materials . (paper,
ink, etc.)
All the varieties which are mentioned in this volume are listed in table 11 .6
Most varieties are pictured, and the numbers from the table are noted with
the picture.

THE STAMP FORMAT

Because of the technical processes used then, the stamp format did not
have the same consistency as is possible, and required, today . Consider,
for one, the fact that for the intaglio printing process the paper had
to be slightly dampened before usage, and that it shrank somewhat during
the following drying process . Depending on the direction of the fibers
in the paper, that is to say, depending on how the per was manufactured,
or how it was inserted into the press (by choice or not), the stamp de-
sign varied in its dimensions . At times this could be considerable.
The following photo layout shows the varying picture sizes clearly:

(illustration)

DOUBLE IMPRESSIONS AND SMEARED PRINT

The double impression, that is the partial or complete second imprint of
the design on the front of the stamp, was usually caused by the inattention
of the staff who ran the same sheet through the press twice . An already
printed sheet was re-inserted into the press . This usually caused differ-
ences because of the shifting of the paper. The two stamp designs would
not match completely . Genuine double prints are actually very rare, and
can be recognized by the fact that the two stamp images are of the same
intensity in print, but do not match up.

A28 (illustration)

	

(illustration) A28

* See at the end of this text .
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Much more frequent is the so-called "smear print" which results when the
paper is inserted into the press . In this case one cannot properly speak
of a double impression, the paper was merely touched improperly right be-
fore or after printing, or the printing plate was not fitted tightly.
Though the sheet was not printed twice, these smear prints present a stamp
picture which is misleadingly close to a double print . Although the smear
prints are rare, they are more common than the double imprint.

(illustration)

	

(illustration)

	

(illustration)
A27 .1

	

A27 .2

	

A27.3

There are some magnificent double impressions with considerable shifting
of the values 25 and 40 Cts . of type II . These "varieties" are in actuality
dangerous forgeries. They came from those plate molettes of 25 stamps which
had not been used by Girardet because the space between the stamps had
turned out too small and would not have permitted a correct perforation.
Instead of destroying them, Girardet sold the plates, and with them the
countless, well-known "Essais de Paris", or "Paris Prints", were created
in all possible nuances, on all kinds of paper, and in all sorts of
varieties. For example, there are authentic stamps, with authentic cancellations,
which have a second, false print on the reverse side to make it appear to
be a double print stamp . These fabrications are of no value whatsoever . It
is quite probable that these plates are still being used from time to time.

( stamp )

	

( stamp )

	

( block of 9 stamps )

"Paris" Doubleprint over genuine

	

Tête - Bêche, complete forgery
stamps

( stamp )

	

( stamp )
front

	

reverse: "Paris" forgery

IMPERFECTIONS ( INK, FTC .)

Carelessness during the printing process could result in imperfections, as,
for example, when not enough ink was applied, or paper was used which was
not well enough moistened ( resulting in not enough ink being absorbed ).
The results are dotted, or spot-like areas with too little or no ink appli-
cation.

( stamp )

	

( stamp )

	

( stamp )
A 31

	

A 31

	

A 31

FOREIGN OBJECTS

A dark rimmed area. or spot with or without ink could result because of for-
eign objects on the paper or on the plate.

( stamp )

	

( stamp )

	

( stamp )

	

( stamp )
Foreign object on the paper .

	

Foreign object on the plate.

These varieties are mostly one-of-a-kind and are thus distinguishable from
defects in the plate . But, if a foreign object is lodged on the plate for
some time, it too will cause a . spot on several consecutive printings . It is
therefore not easy to make the differentiation to a "genuine" plate defect.
One example is the head gear of the value 98A on which there is an obvious
foreign object on area 17 of printing plate II visible.

THE OFFSET

The offset, that is the mirror print on the reverse side of the stamp, has
generally two origins:
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The "sheet offset" resulted when the printer put a damp sheet on top of an-
other freshly printed, ungummed sheet . The design on the bottom sheet copied
itself on the reverse of the top sheet, generally more or less shifted from
the design on the front . These offsets are quite frequent in the value 73D/
high-speed printing press.

	

( stamp )

	

( stamp )

	

A35 sheet offset

	

A 35 very clear sheet offset

The "machine" offset owes its existence to the fact that the printer let the
printing cylinder run over the plate which had already been inked without
inserting a paper . When the next paper was then inserted the front, as well
as the reverse of the paper received a print, the latter in mirror image . This
offset variety is usually clearer and better centered than the above mentioned
sheet offset, and has so far only been found on stamps printed in the high-
speed press .

( stamp )

	

( stamp )

A 36.11 partial machine

	

A 36.22 offset of the en-

	

offset

	

tire stamp design

PRINTING ERRORS

Printing errors, - dots, stains, lines - appear at random here and there on
the design. Many are to be attributed to foreign objects on the printing plate
or the paper, some to hardened ink on improperly cleaned plates . These ink
crusts transferred unwanted color to the paper, generally in limited locations.

After the plate was cleaned this printing error disappeared again from the
printed sheets . These errors are often rarer than the actual plate imperfec -
tions. However, the collectors place less value on them unless they are very
obvious .

( stamp )

	

( stamp )

	

( stamp)

	

A 25

	

A 25

	

A 25

The fourth printing error shown below is certainly the result of a foreign
object . It is quite possible that only one stamp shows that particular error.
Nevertheless, one cannot speak of a valuable "rarity" here.

	

( stamp )

	

( stamp )

	

( stamp )

	

( stamp )
A 33

	

A 33

	

A 25

	

A 33

3 .4 THE PRINTING AIDS

THE SCREWS

The printing plates had to be attached to the bed of the printing press.
This was done with the help of screws which were screwed into the plate,
somewhat recessed to its surface . The heads of the screws were therefore
somewhat lower than the surface of the plates, and ink collected in these
recesses . During printing these screws left a print at the edge of the
sheet . In some cases these imprints are located very close to the edge
of the stamp, as, for example, on this plate of the 88 Ab+c/ printing plate
IIC. ( See P7/II )

( illustration )

	

( illustration - sheet )

MARKINGS OF THE PLATES ( AT BENZIGER )

The third printer of the "Stehende Helvetia", the firm of Benziger and
Company, AG, of Einsiedeln, could only manufacture plates with 200 stamp
arras . This firm used :
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1. Plates obtained from its predecessor, the printer N . Girardet, Bern,
in as far as they were still available.
2. Plates of 400 stamps, also obtained from Girardet, which had to be
separated into two halves . It is not quite certain if, and how that was
done . Benziger was quite well equipped for the manufacture of printing
plates of 200 stamp areas . It is quite possible that he could have used
the 400 type plates as basis for the galvanized manufacture of new 200
type plates.
3. Plates of 200 stamps made by Benziger. The contract between the Postal
Service in Bern and Benziger stipulated that Benziger was to receive the
sum of 200 Fr . for each new plate which was produced in order to adhere to
delivery dates.
Benziger used a grave to mark the used plates with Roman numerals at the
top, between the two 100 areas. The two following examples show printing
plate markings of the value 96 A with the numeral I and II . Except for the
two plates of the 3 Fr. values, it seems that for all others Benziger
used at least four plates for each of the values printed by him.

( example of plate marking) ( example of plate marking)

THE MARKINGS FOR PERFORATION

In order to facilitate the centering of the stamp with regard to perfora-
tion, so-called "directional crosses" were printed . These will be dealt with
in more detail in the chapter on perforation,( see chapter 6.2 ) . Now only
one illustration of such a printed "directional cross".

( illustration )

( photo )

	

( photo )

The copper printer printed about 50 sheets in one hour . His assistants had
to warm up the re-enforced plates, apply the strong copper print ink, and
wipe the plate surface with balls of soft cloth . To be able to work effec-
tively there were always two or more plates in use at a time.

( photo )

The perforation of the sheets was done in the Federal Mint in Bern, with a
perforation machine, in blocks of 100 stamps per sheet.

Reproduction with permission of the PTT.

Table11.6:Varieties

Paper

Unusual thin paper ( .05 mm or less) 1 .1
Unusual thick paper ( .08 mm or more) 1 .2
Light streaks thru stamp image

	

3

Color

Unusual light color hues

	

5 .1
Unusual dark color hues

	

5 .2
Reddish transparent print

	

6

"Oily print"

	

8

Control and watermark

Small deformations in the embossed
control marks

	

11
Shifted embossed control marks

	

12

Control marks touching perfs

	

12.1
Split control marks, ce 1/4, 3/4

	

12.2
Split control marks, ca 1/3, 2/3

	

12.3
Split control marks, ca 1/2, 1/2

	

12.4
Control marks spread over the four

stamp corners

	

12.5
Double embossed control mark

	

14
Defective water mark, in the shape

of an arrow point

	

16

Impression

Lightly toned paper

	

22
Flat impression, uneven ink distrib-

ution, partially with sharp ver-
tical lines etc .

	

23
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Ink dots at various points in the

image or border, ink streaks etc . 25

Numerals and/or cross bars "rained
over", specifically 73E

	

26

Slur print (traces of doubling in

the image)

	

27

Light slur print (light traces of

doubling)

	

27 .1

Significant slur print (heavy tra

ces of doubling)

	

27 .2

Very pronounced slur print (very

visible doubling)

	

27 .3

Double print

	

28

Incomplete impression, blank dots

or small spots

	

31

Incomplete impression, large blank

spots along the borders

	

32

Blank or clear spots, streaks etc.

in various forms (blank areas as

a result of foreign matter), most-

ly dark encircled

	

33

Large blank spots in the shape of

a control mark

	

33 .1
Traces of offsetting on the reverse

(sheet offsetting)

	

35

Offsetting (machine offsetting)

	

36

Partial offset :

	

36 .1

Partial offset, light to medium

	

36 .11

Partial offset, strong

	

36 .12

Full image size offset :

	

36 .2

Full offset, light to medium

	

36 .21

Full offset, strong

	

36 .22

Double offset

	

36 .3

Wrinkles with blank paper zone

	

38

Wrinkles, blank zone .1 to .5 mm

	

38 .1

Wrinkles, blank zone .5 to 1 mm 38 .2

Wrinkles, blank zone more than 1 mm 38 .3

Stamp partially blanc due to folded

over sheet corner

	

39

Perforation

Heavily shifted perfs

	

41

Irregular perfs (not to confound

with double perfs)

	

42

Double perfs

	

43

Perf wrinkles

	

45

Blind perfs :

	

47

1 blind perf

	

47.1

2 blind perfs

	

47.2

5 blind perfs on the same stamp

	

47.5
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R5' favorite
"foreign matter "
example,
A thread,

possibly from
a wiping rag,

looms as big

as a rope
across this

block of 4 .

To be continued.

Unusual strong partial
machine offset . with the

right stamp field off-
setting very lightly
(not reproducing well

here)

EXOTICA HELVETICA : This cover looks perplexingly ordinary at first sight . Yet,
it's probably the rarest Swiss FDC of the last 20 years, fetching a commanding
price of 1750 sFr. (if you can get one that is) . The background goes as follows:
Due to a leak, the PTT adm.

was forced to release this

set of experimental stamps with

a luminous substance (prepared

for re-dressing machine tests)
without prior announcement . They

were exchanged for the reg . ones

in the a fternoon of Oct .3, 1963

in several Bernese POs and a few
people in the know managed to

make up a few of these covers or

the 3rd while the general public
got in the act on the 4th only.

14R
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R EVI EWS
SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE 1984

	

By Felix Ganz

The catalogue is available from The Amateur Collector Ltd .,
POB 242, Highgate, LONDON N6, England ; seamail, postpaid: $8½;
airmail delivery : $ 11 .75 . Spiral-bound . Zumstein numbers.

The thirty-seventh edition of this English language-only,
cleanly and clearly printed, handily spiral-bound and very
practical catalogue just made its U .S . appearance.

With 152 pages crammed full of valid and valuable
information it is considerably thinner than both the Zumstein and the
Helvetia annual catalogues -- and thus it still qualifies as
a "pocket catalogue ." The slimness is achieved by using a
two-column per page system which, however, does not detract
in the least from clarity or handling ease.

Prices are in British pounds and pence . This necessitates a
slightly more difficult fractional multiplication to arrive
at net dollar prices than the 1 :2 relation of dollar and SFr.
-- but again this is no calamity whatsoever.

Illustrations are in black and white ; prices are given for
used and (that is important to know) unused (= previously
lightly hinged) stamps . A footnote advise that never hinged
items will be furnished, if available, at a varying surcharge.

This catalogue also has a number of features not, or only
partially found in the two principal, smaller Swiss
annual catalogues. They are, in order of appearance: an extensive, net
priced listing of Switzerland's earliest stamps (1843-62) in
mint and used sing les, pairs, and blocks (when applicable);
listings of many more color shades and printing varieties (or
flaws) than mentioned in the other catalogues (and found in
that, or even greater detail only in the large Zumstein spe-
cialized) ; a very concise, priced section on specially
canceled flight covers, from 1913-81; a price list for all basic
numbers of National Fête Day postal stationery ; precursors for
the Internatl . Bureau of Education (1940-42) ; a section on
hotel post adhesives ; two pages on philatelic literature av-
ailable from the publishers ; railway stamps and precursors;
the only existing, priced list on T and T ; postmarked
dues after 1955; and prices for franchise stamp precursors of 1870.

Quotes of prices for stamps on cover seem to be limited to
regular issues through 1945 (none given for semipostals, air-
mails, or any other category) ; but this particular listing
may well be the start of yet another future feature of this
work.

Blocks of four, and their prices, are listed, from 1862, on
separate pages . Campione and Liechtenstein are absent . Both,
in effect, are NOT part of Swiss philately ; but UN Geneva is
in .

Owning this catalogue is warmly and wholeheartedly recommended
to any serious collector of the stamps of Switzerland, An
extra "plus", by the way are the English stamp captions for
all those Pro Juventute and Pro Patria butterflies, flowers,
rocks, etc .-- very handy indeed
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THANK YOU, MR . DONKER & CO.
The fifth AHPS National Convention is behind us . The New England

Chapter is proud of the results, especially the turn-out of the AHPS

officers was very gratifying . We met Dale Eggen, Frank Young, Howard

Bauman, Howard Rieman, Bill Lucas, Harlan Stone, and Chuck LaBlonde.
Also Mr . Ernest Kehr, representative of the Swiss PTT and honorary

member of our society was present . We had seven exhibitors, sending

their treasures to the show and the AHPS as a society collected the

most show awards.
A special thanks to Roger Hinze for manning our table . It was a

pleasure listening to him, he is quite a salesman . Also to Mrs . Agnes

Cavigelli a warm thank you for putting up a luncheon for all our out
of state visitors and the New England Chapter members . Thank you
Chuck LaBlonde for the presentation of Felix Ganz' slides on the St.

Gotthard railway on stamps . I can recommend this slide program to
whoever is interested in railroading and philately : Further my
personal thanks to all the chapter members who have helped me to bring

this show to a successful end . The only disappointment was that no

Liechtenstein exhibitors were represented at the show.
And now the awards:

Harlan Stone for his exhibit "Swiss Par . . . "
Swiss mail to France 1803-1850, a beautiful study of postage due
markings required by postal treaties.
Show award : Vermeil
AHPS award : National Convention Grand Award.

Chuck LaBlonde for his exhibit "Geneva Postal History,"
a postal look at important European cross roads . Wouldn't all
of us like to have a 1790 envelope out of this outstanding
comprehensive collection?

Show award : Vermeil
AHPS award : Gold

Bill Lucas for his exhibit "Strubel Issue 1854-1862"

a mouthwatering exhibition of a very important period of the
Swiss postal history.
Show award : Vermeil
AHPS award : Silver

Steve Turchik for his exhibit "A Peek at 20 Years of Swiss Philately,"
Sitting Helvetia 1862-1881, a marvelous gathering of varieties,
shades and cancels, beautifully presented.
Show award : Silver
AHPS award : Bronze

Howard Bauman for his exhibit "Sixty Years of Swiss Pro Juventute"
a colorful showing of the Pro Juventute issues over the years,
one of the most delightful topics of Swiss philately.
Show award : Silver-bronze
AHPS award : Honorable mention.

Jan Donker for his exhibit "Wilhelm Tell 1914-1933,"
a collection of the Wilhelm Tell issue in all its forms.

Show award : Silver-bronze
AHPS award : Honorable mention

Agnes Cavigelli exhibited "Jura, New Canton of Switzerland,"
Agnes' first showing ever was about the Jura and its stamps,
illustrated with postcards and explanations . Also shown the
birds and flowers found in the Jura . Our congratulations for
this exceptional colorful showing .

Jan Donker
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54
Dear Members.

Auction ;#54 is again a combination of regular and
Donation Lots . May I repeat my personal thanks to all
who have contributed.

Catalog values are from 1984 Zumstein and Amateur
Collector Catalogs or estimated retail.

For this Auction 1 Sfr = .465e U .S . and 1 British

pound = $1 .485 . The closing date for this Auction is
January 25th .

	

William R . Lucas
P . O . Box 2067, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
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Among the many services available, the society can provide you with five exiting

educational color slide programs . They were put together by AHPS members, are

G-rated, and come with a recorded tape coded to describe each 35mm slide . A reading

text is also enclosed for some more detailed study . The shows range from 15 min-

utes to one hour . - You are invited to borrow one or more of these programs and

show off at your local stamp club or in a school class, by writing to the man in

charge: Howard A . Bauman, AHPS Audio/Visual Chm., 511 Summit Drive, West Bend WI

53095 . Due to a steady demand for these shows, please allow at least one month's

advance timing to avoid disappointment.

0
"Switzerland : A Panorama of its Postal History and Stamps" is a
79 slide survey covering many aspects of Swiss collecting, from
an example of the earliest postmark on a 1699 letter from
Geneva to a 1975 commemorative stamp featuring Beat Fischer, the
founder of the famous Fischer Post of 1675.

"Pro Juventute Stamps 1950-1957" . . .the years that Insects were
the subjects . . .75 slides and text discuss literature, sheet
margin markings, varieties, collection sheets, folders, booklets
and first day covers . A great example of opportunities for
specialized study . . .either as an Insect Topical or of the
Pro Juventute Foundation . . .the charity system that raises
millions of Francs annually from the surcharges on these stamps.

o
"On Collecting Used Stamps, as demonstrated by pages of Swiss
and United States Stamps ." This is a short program of 26 color
slides showing how Swiss collect their countrys stamps . .with
some suggestions on how to improve your collection.

0
"Sitting Helvetias, Imperforate . .The Strubel Issues of 1854-62 ."
Includes beautiful photographic reproductions of the uni q ue
characteristics of these early Swiss Stamps, their history,
proofs, letter usage . Examples are from several prize winning
exhibits at Chicagopex 1982 and other specialized collections.

o
"The St . Gotthard Railway of Switzerland, 1882-1982" is a 70
slide program based on the Felix Ganz exhibit at Chicagopex 1982,
where it won the American Topical Association medal for the best
thematic display. It contains stamps associated with the railways
route, tunnel construction, stations, trains, publicity and
first day postmarks, postal stationery including freight arrival
notice cards, pre-railroad mail carried by foot messengers and
coaches over the St . Gotthard Pass.

0
"Sitting Helvetia Imperforate" issue, mostly referred to as "Strubel", is based
in part on a new classification published in '82 by the late Walter d 'Aujourd ' hui
and the Philatelic Society of Basel . 59 slides and text prepared by Howard Bauman
take you thru the different papers, color shades, and imbedded silk security
threads that mark the eight printings. The tape is narrated by Felix Ganz .
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It is generally recognized that the majority of the stamps of this issue have been
obliterated by lozenge (Rauten for the Swiss) cancels during the earlier periods

and by circular date cancels of the small "Fingerhut" (thimble) variety during the

later periods . However, P.D., P .P . as well as straightline cancels are known to

have been applied during the whole time and are quite favorites of collectors.

I thought you might enjoy looking at some of the more unusual stuff :
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SWITZERLAND'S STAMP PROGRAM FOR 1984

The following stamps, souvenir sheets, and postal stationery
will be issued this coming year, with dates and subjects in-
dicated wherever announced by the Swiss PTT ' s directorate:

February 21 : Publicity Issue I:
25 c: Expo . NABA ZÜRI '84 -- a rate paying nothing itself;
50 c: 1100 Years town of St-Imier (in Bernese Jura);
80 c: Internatl . Olympic Committee, Lausanne (that seems

to be Switzerland ' s only olympic stamp per 1984).

February 21 : Additional	 Values in Zodiac/Landscapes Set:
4 Fr. :Sagittarius (and an unspecified view)

4.50: Capricorn (and an unspecified view).
NOTE : Libra & Scorpio designs and denominations, not yet
issued, therefore should be somewhere between 3& 4 Fr.

February 21 : Inland Postal Card at 50 cts . (new rate).

May 2 : Europa CEPT (25 years since this group was founded)
50c . and 80c . showing a common motif for all of W .Europe.

May 24 : Pro Patria Semi-Postals : "Famous Tiled Stoves ", :
35+ 15 c : Stove in National Museum, Zürich
50+20 c : Stove in Freuler Palace, Näfels (GL)
70+30 c : Stove in Musée de la Gruyère, Bulle (FR)
80+40 c : Stove in Ariana Museum, Geneva

(From these denominations one may note the rate increases for
inland printed matter and cards/letters, while foreign rates
apparently will remain the same .)

May 24 : Expo NABA ZÜRI 	 Souvenir Sheet, :
4x 50 c ., plus 1 Fr . surcharge, or total cost of 3 Fr.

September 11 : Additional Values in the Folklore Series:
25 c : "Chesslete" (Banging Pots), Solothurn
45 ce Klausjagete (Chasing Mummers), Küssnacht (SZ)
60 c : "Schnabelgeissen", Ottenbach (ZH)

(The 25c seems to be a supplementary value while the 45c . is
to pay the second weight step for inland printed matter .)

September 11: Publicity Issue II:
50 c : Prevention of Fires

November 26 : Pro Juventute Set : Children ' s Story Heroes;
35+10 c : Heidi
50+20 c : Pinocchio
70+30 c : Pippi Longstocking
80+40 c : Max and Moritz

(Although not indicated there will be most likely a booklet
of Pro Juventute stamps, at a price of near 10 SFr .)

The above information, although officially transmitted, may
not be complete . There is a definite chance that booklets
with the new inland rate stamps of 35 and 50c. will see the
light of day during 1984 because both denominations of 10
and 20 cts . will become totally obsolete when the rates go
into effect ., and 40 cts . will not prepay anything either
anymore . One of each item above will cost you SFr . 23 .45 . FG
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Balloons over
Switzerland

By Richard T . Hall

Balloon "Stella" with

Capt . Spelterini over Zermatt

(1903).

With the issuance of the beau-
tiful quartet of stamps hon-

oring ballooning in the USA in

March of this year, I thought

I would devote this column to
a combination of aerophilately

and topical collecting . Let

us look into the philatelic

aspects of balloons over
Switzerland -- and I don't

mean children's balloons and
neither do I mean dirigible,

this latter worthy of a col-

umn of its own.

The Swiss have long been attracted to hot air balloons like most of the rest

of Europe . The balloon hero of Switzerland was Eduard Spelterini, known as
" Captain" Spelterini . He made his first ascent in a balloon in 1880 and retired

570 flights later in 1926. That is over one flight a month for 40 years ! The

Swiss PTT honored Captain Spelterini on its aviation pioneers issue of 1977 on

the 80c value (Scott 621) . All sorts of philatelic and non-philatelic memora-

bilia from the Spelterini flights is actively collected . In the bible of

Swiss aerophilately, the "Schweizerisches Luftpost-Handbuch", there are listed

57 different cards sold as souvenirs of various balloon flights between 1892

and 1914 . These range in catalog value from $25 to over $1500, so if you're

interested in this field you'd better have a deep pocket . None of these cards

was officially sanctioned by the Swiss postal service . They were merely

unofficial souvenirs, some actually flown on balloons.

Captain Spelterini's last flight on September 16, 1926, is given semi-offi-

cial standing in the "Luftpost Katalog" in that it is listed in the "Sonder-

flüge" section . However, there was no official sanction to the carrying of mail

on this flight from Zürich over the Rhine valley . There were cards dropped

along the way which received an "Ambulant" railway cancel . These are listed in

the catalog.
The fist official sanctioned carriage of mail by balloon in Switzerland was

on October 6, 1929, in a flight sponsored by the Swiss Aeroclub from Zürich to

Tegerfelden, an Aargau town some 27 kilometers northwest of Zürich . The 1929

National Fete card was the only allowed piece of mail on this flight and some

7,250 of these were carried.
On August 18, 1932, Professor Auguste Piccard made his historic stratospher-

ic flight from Dübendorf to Pozzolengo in Italy on which he achieved an alti-

tude of 55,000 feet . Again, no mail was officially carried on this flight,

however, 50 covers were carried, franked with Swiss stamps for the flight and
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mailed rack to Professor Piccard from Italy after the landing . These covers
catalog for around $1400.

On August 14 last year, a celebration was held in Dübendorfcommemorating
the 50th anniversary of Professor Piccard ' s flight . A special cancellation was
used showing Professor Piccard and his stratospheric balloon . The Swiss PTT
issued a stamp honoring Professor Piccard in 1979 (Scott 665) . This stamp and
the special 1982 cancellation are shown in Figure 1.

in September 25, 1932,

the Gordon Bennett balloon competition was
held in Switzerland.

Mail was o fficially car-

ried between Basel and

Erbrach in Germany . Over

14,000 covers were car-

ried on this flight.

On September 21, 1938

in a balloon flight
commemorating the 25th

anniversary ofairmail

in Switzerland and the

Aarau National Phila-

telic Exhibition, over
16,500 covers were

flown from the grounds

of the exhibition to

Hornussen, some 12 km north of Aarau.

The next year, on 'May 14, 1939, an international canteen competition was held

in conjunction with the Swiss National Exhibition in Zürich . Over 47,000 covers
were carried from the exhibition grounds to Bäretswil, 24 km east of Zürich.
Figure 2 shows one of these covers.

The war interrupted official ballooning activity for many years . There were,
however, numerous unofficial flights during that period.

In 1956 there began a series of three balloon flights to raise fund for refu-

gees from the 1956 Hungarian uprising . The first two of these were not official-
ly sanctioned, the third was and was held on June 20, 1957 ; 8426 covers were

carried between Aarau and Schüpfen.
In 1959 the Swiss Transport Museum (Verkehrshaus) was opened in Lucerne . To

commemorate the opening

a balloon flight be-
tween Lucerne and

Meiringen took place with

some 11,432 covers car-
ried the 37 km . The

flight was originally

scheduled for July 1,

1959, and all the offi-

cial cards and cancels
so state. However, bad

weather delayed the

flight for four days,

thus the arrival can-

cel date at 'eiringen

of July 4, 1959 . A
small rubber stamp was

added to each card
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reading "Flight delayed due
to bad weather" . One of these

cards is shown in Figure 3.

Again in 1959, a balloon
flight was staged to honor a

national stamp exhibition,

this time the NABAG in St.

Gallen. Over 17,000 covers
were flown from St . Gallen
to Appenzell.

The 1960 began with a spate

of balloon flights -- four

in 1960 and two in 1961 . All
but one of these flights were

flown on the same balloon,
the "Circus Knie" piloted by

Fred Dolder . Three of the

Dolder flights were to honor the World Refugee Year : on June B, 1960, from Rap-

perswil to Glarus, for the German—speaking population ; on August 20, 1960, from

Neuchâtel to Langenthal, for the French—speaking population; and, on October 3,
1960, from Lugano to Bellinzona, for the Italian—speaking population . A cover
from this last flight is shown in Figure 4 . The other 1960 flight, also flown by
Dolder, was to raise funds for the Children's Homes . It was flown on July 23,
1960, from Zürich to Rapperswil.

The two 1961 flights

honored two distinctly
different concepts or

organizations . On April

29, 1961, the balloon

"Zürich" was flown by

E . Haber from Zürich to
Pfäffikon to honor Eu-

ropa Week . On September

23, 1961, Fred Dolder

flew his balloon from

Thalwil to Herisau to

honor the 50th anniver-

sary of the Swiss Soci-
ety for the Blinds . Just

short of 15,000 covers

were flown on this

flight. One of them is

shown in Figure 5.
Balloon flights real-

ly dropped in populari-

ty after the "flood" of

1960-1961. Between 1962

and 1977 only 2 Balloon
flights were given of-

ficial recognition by

the Swiss PTT . In 1964,

in conjunction with the

EXPO in Lausanne, a

balloon flight to aid

the Pro Juventute Foun-
dation was flown between
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Lausanne and Vevey . A

total of 65,185 covers were

carried on this flight.

Figure 6 shows one . The
cover is backstamped in

Vevey.

In 1968, from September

to December, echoing the
Hungarian refugee flights

of 1956-57, a series of

fourteen flights were

staged to aid refugees

from the Czech uprising
of that year. These are

an interesting set of

flights in that the num-

ber of covers carried

varied between 50 and 522.

Accordingly, these are
not too easy to come by.

Let me finish up this

excursion through Swiss

balloon covers with a

stamp, not a balloon
flight cover. In the first

publicity series of 1979,

one stamp, the 70c (Scott

673), honored the Univer-

sal Esperanto Congress
held in Lucerne from July

28 through August 4, 1979.

The stamp shows the hot

air balloon "Esperanto".

A special cancel in use
at the Congress also

shows the balloon, see Figure 7.-There are numerous cancellations with balloon
themes or associated with balloon meets, etc . Two of these of special signifi-
cance are two K-cancels . K-cancels number 545 from Bazenheid shows two hot air
balloons in flight and carries the legend, "Birthplace of Captain Eduard Spelte-

rini". This would make a nice collateral piece

to go with the Spelterini stamp or some of his
balloon memorabilia . The cancel has been in use
since September 12, 1970 . The other K-cancel is
from Mürren and shows a hot air balloon in flight

over the alps and carries the legend "Interna-

tional Alpine Balloon Sport Week" . This cancel

is used annually between May and July during the
time of the festivities.

This gives you a brief overview of Swiss balloon mail . The field is interesting,
the covers attractive, and the potential for creating a fascinating collection
"sky high" . . . sorry about that:

This article appeared first in the ALPINE ALBUM, a regular column written by
Richard Hall for the STAMP COLLECTOR magazine . It's reprinted here with their
permission . STAMP COLLECTOR is published weekly by Van Dahl Publications, Inc.

Box 10, Albany OR 97321 and has a circulation of about 25,000 . Several of Dick's
article will appear in TELL throughout of 1984.
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As experienced by Ralph Soderberg

It was my pleasure to attend and participate in Regiophil XVI in Chur Sep-
tember 8-11, 1983 . Since I had a very enjoyable experience I felt that a
short report might be of interest to the members of AHPS.

I departed Detroit on Monday afternoon, arriving in Zürich Tuesday noon,

where I was met by my friend Mr . Georg Valko, a vice president of the VSPV

(Union of Philatelic Societies cf Switzerland) . After a short drive to his

home in Zofingen I had a pleasant evening viewing some of his philatelic
treasures (he is a co-author of the Standing Helvetia handbook) . He had
constructed a frame holding twelve pages similar to the exhibit frames, so

it was easy to experiment with the order of the pages and make final

decisions on the makeup of my exhibit . A lovely supper, prepared by his

charming wife, was enjoyed before jet-lag took its toll.
Wednesday noon a pleasant train ride, via Zürich, took me to Chur, set

in a valley surrounded by mountains and a bit off the usual tourist route.

Chur is a city of 30,000 in the south-east corner of Switzerland, the

capital of the Canton of Graubünden . I stayed in the Romantik Hotel Stern
(my wife had some misgivings when she learned I was to stay in a "Romantik

Hotel" :) My room was comfortable and the food superb with many local

specialties . The breakfast was included in the room charge but the meals

were so good that except for the Palmares banquet I chose to eat all my

meals there.
My total bill

for five nights

and all meals

including beer

or wine was

only SFr.456.30

($212 .00);

There are still

good values

available)

On Thursday

morning I walked

to the Markt-

halle, a very
pleasant and

Fig.1
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Fig.2

picturesque

half-mile

walk passing
the main post

office, parts

of the Old

Town, and
crossing of

the river

(Fig.1) . The

Markthalle is

a spacious

building with
a large open

lower level

where the ex-

hibit frames
were located and a peripheral upper balcony accommodating the dealers booths

as well as an area for meals and beverages (Fig .2).

Thursday evening marked the opening ceremony which included excellent

band music and the distribution of the P .T .T. presentation booklets of the

1983 Pro Patria issue with a mint set FD cancelled blocks included.
Regiophil was a step 2 exhibition . Showing in Switzerland is more formal

than in the U.S.A . and in my opinion an excellent system . In step 3 exhibi-

tions, usually two a year, all collectors that meet requirements can enter

up to six frames of twelve pages . To enter step 2 exhibitions, usually one

per year, you must have received Silver or letter in step 3 (or equivalent).

To enter step 1, i .e. NABA, held only every 6 years, me must have received
Silver o: letter in step 2 . In step 2 the maximum frame allotment is six

frames while in step 1, NABA, the maximum is increased to ten frames.

On entering the Markthalle it was obvious that the emphasis was on the

exhibits rather than the bourse . There were 100 competitive exhibits and

29 junior exhibits plus a court of honor . Of the 100 competitive exhibits

there were 93 from Switzerland, 3 from Germany, 2 from France, a Swedish
one and mine.

The arrange
ment of the

frames was

excellent

and a real
advantage

with each ex-

hibit, wheth-

er 3, 4, 5,

or 6 frames
formed in a

with the first

and last

frames at

right angles

Fig.]
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to the rest, thus immediately defining the exhibit and giving the feeling of
being "in" the exhibit when viewing it (Fig .3).

Mounting the exhibit was different in that the frames were composed of

pegboard with movable plastic holders for the pages thus accommodating var-

ious page sizes . The host philatelic society of Chur provided pleasant and

knowledgeable help in mounting the exhibit.

The judging was done on Friday by an eight—member jury including Gaudenz
Müller, chairman, and Emil Rellstab . The junior exhibits had a separate

four—member jury . There were no ribbons or other information on the results.

On the contrary, there was absolute secrecy until the Palmares banquet

Saturday night . With this being the last qualifying show before NABA 1984

there was a great deal of suspense, if not anxiety, experienced by those
attending the banquet.

The awards banquet was very nice with at least 300 in attendance . During
the cocktail hour I enjoyed meeting and talking with Dr . Dahinden, president;
Dr. Morand, first vice-president ; and Mr. Bürgin, treasurer, all of VSPV.

Their friendliness was very much appreciated . Entertainment at the Palmares

included an excellent male chorus singing in the usual three languages and

in Romansch . A trio of alphorns was also quite beautiful.

I shared a banquet table with Mr . Valko, Mr . & Mrs. Trüssel (dealers from

Luzern) and the Marti family . Joseph Marti with his sons had prepared the

other major Standing Helvetia exhibit and took the Grand Award . I was very
pleased to be number 6 out of 100 and to receive a special prize for pre-

sentation, a lovely 12-inch pewter tankard from the VSPV . Mr. Marti's exhib-
it included 72C, three 72F, two 99B, two 100A, etc . etc . The other top
awards included a postal history

exhibit and three aerophilately

exhibits.

Another exhibit I much enjoyed
was five frames of Pro Juventute

1912-1926. The 1912 forerunners

were wonderful, including the

type III red in proofs, mint and

used blocks, six different covers,

imperforate multiples as well as
double perforation multiples, and

last but certainly not least, a

complete exploded booklet of

five panes of three:

At the banquet the Silver awards

were called to the stage in groups
of five and later the vermeils

individually. Gold is not awarded
at Regiophils.

The suspense was considerable

with no advance notice and how

one had dona . When given the
award one also received an

envelope containing a nicely printed

booklet with the results and

points for each exhibit . Also

included was one's individual

evaluation with points awarded in

Fig .4
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each of seven categories (Fig .4) . The judges did a superb job and the "report
card" certainly helped to explain strengths and weaknesses.

The medal awarded was the same whether bronze, silver or vermeil ; a lovely
oval of the Regiophil logo in pewter with one's name engraved on the back.

The actual level of one's award was documented in the Palmares booklet, the
individual sheet, and the exhibit "passport" . The exhibit passport certifies
to the exhibit success in previous shows and thus whether eligible for step 2,

step 1, etc . The passport has to be submitted with one's application for

subsequent exhibitions in order to substantiate eligibility for a particular ex-

hibit. The exhibit can of course be changed or expanded but must correspond
to Standing Helvetia, Sitting Helvetia perforated, Pro Juventute, etc.

Dismounting the frames on Sunday was also nicely organized . On request for

dismounting you received a time for it so as not to stand around waiting . I
was removing my pages within a minute of the time scheduled . Again my compli-
ments to the host philatelic society of Chur who's members were most helpful

and tolerant of my language barrier . I vary much enjoyed my experiences and
the friendship encountered in Chur and look forward to participating again
when feasible.

The copyright to the above cut belongs to
the Swiss League for the Fight Against Cancer.
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Of the many talents the

Swiss have acquired

over the centuries one

is not too well-known.

Yet, they share with

the Chinese and Polish

the honor of being the

masters of "Scheren-

schnitte" (paper cut-

tings) . The Grand-
Master of them all was

Jakob Hauswirth (1808-

1871) and one of the

very beet of the con-
temporary ones is a

Walter von Gunten who

lives in the Madison

WI area today. - The

details make it impos-

sible to reproduce

them as stamps, so I

made one up in celeb-
ration of the upcoming

holiday season.

With best wishes! HR



The following points were observed during the

past few weeks:

Item 1: A man sees two Vaduz sheets (Z 104)

illustrated in an auction catalog of a well-known east.

firm . Described as NH and VF . Decided that the time

had come to fill yet another hole, and puts in a
fair bid . Wins the bid, pays the bill, gets the

mail, rubs his hands, opens the package with glass

ready, takes a brief look, compares with photos in

catalog and concludes that what he bid on is not what he got . Indeed, a

small dilemma develops : the sheet is near perfect with one exception . It

has a 5 mm crescent-sha pe smudge of brown ink (same color as used in the

production of the sheet) at the lower right-hand corner . So pretty, it

would qualify as a variety in any single stamp, but on a sheet like this
people like to have (for that price) in sparkling pristine state . .? In any

event, the man complains, the firm doesn't quite believe the story, wants

to see this, gets to see it, is still confused and issues a refund . Ex-

planation given : Someone in the pre-auction viewing pulled a switch for

reasons rather hard to explain, other than possibly to get rid of an

"inferior" sheet . There are other combinations possible, but since we have

no further proof we better not speculate too far . ..

Item 2 : From the catalog of a reputable Swiss auction firm comes the

following description (translated) and photo : "Z 301 (*) Original die I . Condi-
tion, according to Rellstab, clean, perfs excellent, there-

fore good. Gum no longer original. $64-question : Is

the other gum worth 5000 sFr . more? Cat . price: (8000 sFr)

opening bid 3000 sFr."- Comment: I'll let you know the
price obtained in the next issue . Of course, it's one of

the rarest Swiss stamps of modern times we are dealing

with here, but I think the question is ill-placed in view of the fact that

a) there is a not-so-modest starting bid of 3000 Fr . imposed and b) if ori-
ginal gum was (all of a sudden) not important, why not wash the second fake

gum off altogether and peddle the stamp as "no gum" and see how many serious

bidder the item might attract at 3000 . And the centering . ..

Item 3: In one of the mail sale ads of a dealer known to be well-versed in
European stamps an inverted IKW overprint ( ex Z DI 1-8) was offered on
cover or piece, I forgot . Swiss catalog value given as equivalent of $240,
but no name of catalog . Politely pointed it out, that no such thing existed

as genuine and that no "Swiss" catalog would give it a price on top . Was

replied that an assistant did it (heard that one before) and that the item
has been destroyed since. Hurray; can we trust them . . .?

Item 4 : Offered in an auction catalog with photo a 	 Cl used, showing with a
big chunk of a flag cancel . Description : genuinely flown. Ah ja? The fact that
it carries remnants of a slogan or flag cancel instead of a circular date

cancel makes it qualify for genuineness? Not quite so simple, Virginia . ..

Item 5 : In one of our latest auctions a high-ticket item was offered . The
member with the winning bid did not like it for the simple reason that the

stamp, properly viewed, showed it to be sick with an acute case of foxing.

The item was subsequently offered to the second highest bidder who apparently
is very happy with it . Comments : Foxing is a rather serious problem in stamp
collecting . It's a fungus that comes with the paper, but is mainly "acti-

vated" only under humid conditions . Let ' s not pass around such material with-
out proper description, or, at a minimum, include it in sales books so that
prospective buyers have a chance to examine and evaluate it .

	

HR
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